
THE TRAVEL BOX



Malée is a luxury fragrance, bath and bodycare range inspired by
generations of African healing rituals and beauty traditions. Founder
Zeze has built Malée on the healing power of plant based ingredients
and her belief that luxury should not come at a cost to the environment.
 
This Conditioning Body Cream is non-greasy and has the richness of a
butter with the lightness of a lotion. It blends naturally occurring extracts
from plants, oils and fruits found in Africa, including avocado, sweet
almond and olive fruit oil. The Verdure fragrance combines the zingy
freshness of mint and citrus with just a hint of patchouli to give it a
grounding earthiness and depth.
 

This folding shopping bag by Sophie Allport is perfect for slipping in
your handbag ready to fill with your purchases when you head to the
corner shop. In a deep khaki colour, this bag is decorated with Sophie's
illustrations of cheetahs and is made from a sturdy cotton fabric. Once
you've unpacked your shopping, simply fold the bag back up and tuck it
back into the inner pocket.
 
If you head to our shop you'll find matching wash bags, make up bags
and accessories cases in the same cheetah design. We also have this
same shopping bag in a bee design - the most popular choice of Sophie
Allport umbrella in our latest Luxe box!

Explore Chocolate focuses on single origin and single region cacao from
around the world. Each bar is handmade in small batches in
Northamptonshire using high quality ingredients and unique recipes
developed by founder and trained chef, Matt.
 
This 50% Milk Chocolate bar is made from cacao from Ghana and is
creamy and rich with a slightly fruity taste.
 

Lockdown may be easing but foreign holidays still feel like a distant dream. We may not be able
to head abroad in person but this month's box will bring the spirit of travel to your home. The
Travel Box includes a cheetah print shopping bag by Sophie Allport, body cream in a fresh
summery scent by Malée and milk chocolate by Explore Chocolate. 

THE TRAVEL BOX

Sophie Allport Cheetah Folding Shopping Bag 

Malée Conditioning Body Cream

Explore Chocolate 50% Milk Chocolate


